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DogSmith Recall Games and Exercises

If you have read our Recall client handout then you
know that part B of our recall training consists of
games to reinforce the dog moving towards us. This
part of the come training is to incorporate some fun
games into the session. Here are a few exercises that
can be worked on and will help create a reliable recall.
Think about all the things your dog does not really
enjoy:

 Being taken from the dog park
 Being bathed
 Being brushed
 Being put in the car

Never use your recall cue ‘come’ to execute one of the above, your
dog will learn that coming is not always a rewarding behavior. First we
suggest you work on the above so your dog learns to enjoy these
things and until then, if you need your dog, do not call them ‘come’
but go to retrieve them.

1. When you are around your dog and are busy doing something else
suddenly move back from your dog, clap your hands, say your dog’s
name and praise the dog as she moves towards you. As she reaches
you ask her to sit, take her collar gently and then reward. Make this a
crazy game that you suddenly break into doing at odd times of the
day.
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2. Send the dog between 2 or 3 different persons in a room. Each person
calls the dog, 1 at a time, and asks for a sit on arrival, takes the collar
and then rewards the dog. The person rewarding the dog then tells her
to go to another person.

3. Call the dog from different rooms within the house. Make this a hide
and seek game. You can have different people calling the dog, 1 at a
time, from different rooms in the house. Everyone else ignores the dog
until she goes to the right person.

4. Use the food bowl at meal time as a reward for calling the dog to
come. If the dog comes to you then put down the food bowl as a
reward.

5. If you have a fenced in backyard, have the dog on-leash and practice
your recalls by calling the dog towards you while you back up. Use
plenty of praise. Ask for a sit, take the collar and then food reward.
Once she is reliable on-leash you can practice the exercise off-leash.

6. When walking the dog, turn around and call her towards you while you
back up. Use plenty of praise. Ask for a sit, take the collar and then
food reward.

7. Using your 20 ft long line attach it firmly to your dog’s collar. Go to an
open area with no other distractions. Call the dog and praise as she is
coming toward you. If she does not respond, go and get her and
gently bring her back to the spot where you originally did the recall.
Ask for a sit, take her collar and treat. Do not drag the dog towards
you using the line. You want the dog to associate the experience as
being pleasurable, not unpleasant.
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8. Call your dog off a moving target such as a ball. Begin by doing so
while on-leash. Roll the ball and, as she begins to go towards it, say
‘dog’s name come' and praise and treat when she sits in front of you.
Do not allow the dog to get to the ball as she will be reinforced for
‘not' listening to you. Once this is a reliable behavior then practice off-
leash.

Remember the following: the more you practice in all environments,
the better and stronger the recall.

Important Points

 Always provide verbal feedback to the dog when she is moving
towards you. Always reinforce the dog for returning to you even
if it took longer than you wanted or expected

 Use highly motivating rewards and novel rewards for training
this recall behavior. Extra special treats that the dog doesn't
normally get, things like liver treats, small pieces of hot dogs
etc.

 Progress through the stages of the recall training slowly, building
on solid foundations. Do not expect too much too soon. At first,
always keep the dog on-leash or have then in a situation where
they are safe and you can control them. Only progress to off-
leash training when the dog reliably comes on-leash

 Make all training fun and games so your dog wants to be
involved. Do not train your dog when you are frustrated or in
a bad mood. Your dog will think the emotions are directed at
her. Keep training sessions to 5 minutes, fast and furious with
the dog learning positively all the time

 Never punish the dog for coming to you. Every time your dog
comes to you good things must happen


